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CHAPTER I

THE INTRODUCTION

A. The Problem

It is common knowledge that the school is for the

pupil. Its very existance can be Justified upon no other

basis. State compulsory education laws and a changing

environment force the child into school. State require-

ments also determine the curricula and courses the child

must pursue.

Administration is a paramount factor in education.

The advent of the special subject has varied the methods

of classroom procedure. In physical education classes

where a change of clothing is required, a pre-class pro

gram is necessary to afford a free play period for the

ambitious pupil. During these few minutes many in

structors are content to toss out a ball and forego super-

Vision. The individual needs of the pupils should be met.

The teaching of skills and abilities, which may carryover

into leisure time arid aid in providing wholesome recreation

has become one of the objectives of the present programs of

physical education. The teaching of many of these skills

and abilities could well be adapted to this pre-class period.

It is common practice to give no supervision to the pre-
. ""

class period. Such procedure as this Dntonl1'wastea valuable

1



time but also permits the loss of many opportunities for

efficient teaching. This pre-class period should be made

attractive to al;t pupils and create in them a desire to be

in the gymnasium as early as possible.

It is the purpose of this study to suggest a tentative

program in the seventh, eighth and ninth grades of physical

education, meeting the demands far activity in the indiVid

ual free play time preceding the regular class lesson.

B. THE SCOPE

This study does not make a complete survey of all

types of physical education testing. It is limited to

those tests applicable to the time and facilities of the

pre-class free ~lay period. It tends to meet the recent

modifications in physical education along the lines of

free actiVity and directed team-game sports; to develop

interests which will be abiding; to create opportunities

for the development of leadership, cooperation and a

chievement; to aid the general functioning of the body

musculature; to provide big-muscle-activities; and, to

admi~ister to native skills and abilities.

The suggested events and activities in this study

were found suitable and desirable from subsequent results

of actual tests given to junior high school classes. The

events and standards chosen are not too hard nor too easy

for the Junior high school pupil. ActiVities requiring

little equipment were chosen when possible. The test

were highly objective being scored, "success" of "failure".

2



C. ORGANIZATION

The examination of current textbooks, courses of

study, and opinions of authorities in their field, to-
I ,

gether w~th eight years of experimentation were used as

a basis of this study. The method suggested is the im-

portant factor, and the events may be changed to meet

the facilities available.

Material from state and city special day programs

were used as an initial basis. New trends in Physical

Education activities were suggested in current text

books and national organization programs. Current

magazine articles and other writings of authorities in

the field gave valuable help and suggestions in the

form of departure from the old type of standard physical

actiVity tests now available.

This series of tests should be administered to the

individual and class at the rate of one each class period.

The order of these tests is limited only to the season of

the year. The objective 1s to accomplish the event or

achieve the aim in each test. There will be offered about

ninety events to be tested each year, or a total of about

two hundred seventy for the three years. Form this wide

range of material should be obtained, with relatively high

validity, an incentive for the wise use of sometimes ill-

used minutes preceding the regular class lesson, in form

alized physical education classes.

3



CHAPTER II

TESTS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION

A. Study of Types of Tests in Physical Education

A study of the recent literature relating to tests

and measurements in physical education reveals a great

lack of uniformity of terms, and hence conceptions, of

the functions of various sorts of tests. These functions

are a valuable tool for classification of existing tests.

Tests could be classified according to the type of activity

measured, according to the method of construction of the

tests, according to the purpose for which the test is de

signed, or according to the actual function that the test

performs. The last-named plan seems more feasible.

Upon the basis of function, the following general

classification may be used of tests relating to physical
1

education:

1. Athletic intelligence tests

2. Anthropometric tests

3. Health tests

4. Physical fitness tests

5. Physical capacity tests

a. Strength

b. Efficiency

1
David X. Brace, "The Classification of Tests in Physical
Education", American Physical Education Review, December 1926.

4



6. Sensory tests

7. Motor ability tests

a. Native ability

8. Achievement tests

a. Physical efficiency

b. Motor tests

c. Technique tests

d. Proficiency tests

e. Physical capacity tests

9. Practice tests

10. Knowledge tests

11. Attitude tests

A word of explanation as to what some of the above

tests involve would clarify the reasons for such a division.

Tests of motor or physical capacity have been commonly

understood to include such tests as vital capacity, strength

of grip, strength of back, quickness or rate of movements

(as tapping), accuracy or precision of movements (as aiming
2

or tracing), and steadiness of motor control. Such tests

as the "pull-up" and "push-up" would also come under this

divisio·n.

Motor ability tests are tests whose function is to

measure fundamental native ability in general muscular

activity, apart from acqUired learning or achievement.

2
Guy M. Whipple, Manual of Mental and Physical Tests, Part I,
New York: Warwick and York, 1914.

5



Motor ability tests differ from physical capacity tests

in that the function of the latter is to measure specific

. strengths or capaclties, while the function of the former

is to perform muscular activities calling for general

and fundamental coordinations. At present there are
3

well-standardized tests of physical capacity and motor
4

ability for the senior high schools. Motor ability

should correspond in the field of physical education

to mental ability in the field of other educational

subjects. The true accomplishment should be measured in

terms of native ability.

In the general field of educational measurments,

the term "achievement tests" is used to designate that

type of test which measures learning of specific subject

matter, that is, achievement in the subject being measured.

Such tests are used in physical education, as for example,

tests of skill in various athletio games and sports. Be

cause of their objective nature, track and field events

have long been standardized and measured. Such tests have

sometimes been called tests of ability, sometimes tests of

perfor~ance, sometimes efficiency tests and sometimes by

still other names.

3
James Rogers, Tests of Physical Capacity in the Administra
tion of Physical Education. Contributions to Education,
Teachers College. New York: 1925

4
D. K. Brace, Measuring Motor Ability. New York: A. S.
Bar~es & Co. 1927

6



°Practlce tests are not properly achievement tests,

as their function is to improve performance, but a

good achievement ~est is one which is not practiced
5

as such":

Williams says, with reference to'tests in physical

education, "That there is an overlapping between classifi

cations, such as above, seems more apparent in the field
6

of physical education than in other school subjects".

It is not a serious matter if we keep in mind the func

tion of the test in question. The subject matter used in

this study cannot definitely follow any enjoyed in the

above tests.

The Committee on Motor Ability Tests, of the

American Physical Education Association, in a report

called "Motor Abili ty Tests II, states, liThe tests re-

commended in this report are in free exercises, games,

track sports and apparatus exercises. The team games

are broken up into educational units for mass use.

These units are interesting and teachable. They

measure both native ability and improvement in motor

skill •. The individual or the groups may compete a-

5
J. F. Williams, The Principles of Physical Education. Phila
delphia: W. B. Saunders Company. 1927

6
J. F.Williams, The Organization and Administration of
Physical Education. New York: The Macmillan Company. 1922.
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7
gainst their own records". Whether or not, and to what extent,

these are measures of motor ability is nowhere shown by any

objective evidence in the report. Such being the case, those

tests are in no sense standardized tests. The statistical

accuracy of the scaling methods employed or the degree of

conformance with other criteria of test construction is

the redeeming feature of the report.

Since this study is not proposed to establish a

differentiated program to meet individual needs or

homogeneous grouping, nor to determine equality be

tween competing teams, or to provide an adjusted ac

tivity program, it does not establish statistical accu

racy of the brief scaling methods employed or construct

criteria for aims set. It is subject matter suggested

to be used during the free play period preceding the

regular class lesson and is not offered primarily to

test any c.ertain fundamental technic. It might be

termed as education by means of, or through, large

muscle actiVities. That the tests are within the abil

ity of the pupil, yet not too easy, is indicated in the

following tables and references.

7
Committee on Motor Ability Tests, "Motor Ability Tests",
American Physical Education Association. 1926.



B. History of Testing in the Field of 'Physical Education

,
The dominat idea in physical education in the United

States beginning about the time of the Civil War was

symmetry and size. The object was to show the pupil where

he stood in relation to the group with the idea of goading

him into developing his body to conform with the average

in symmetry and size. About twenty years elapsed before

Sargent introduced the idea that we should strive for

strength, consequently the dynamometer supplanted the

tapeline.

Beginning about 1890 physiologists took an active

interest in the effect of exercise upon the heart, and

attempts were made to set up tests which would rate the

individual on the basis of the reaction of his heart to

a given amount of work. With the dawn of the twentieth

century attention was directed to a new ideal in regard

to the skill of the individual's muscular development.

The changing emphasis from gymnastics and cales

thenic·s to games and sports is in part responsible for

the very striking changes that have taken place in the

testing program. The analysis of physical ability into

its parts such as speed, accuracy, coordination agility,

balance and endurance, demanded examination into those

activities, games and sports containing these elements.

This brough~ up the problem of scoring and evaluating

9



the achievements. Then, that competition might be fairly

conducted, the need arose for some systematic classification

of contestants.,

~e testing program in the public schools started in

the eastern part of the United States about the beginning

of the twentieth century. Meylan of Columbia developed

a testing utilizing the elements of running, jumping,

vaulting climbing and the like as early as 1904. Be

ginning about 1908, physical ability tests were given

in t;he Cleveland public schools, while in 1910, "effici

ency tests" were given in the Cincinnati high schools. A

few years later the St. Louis Public Schools established

a scoring system for athletic events and divided boys and

girls into four weight classes with three events in each

class.

In April of 1913, the Playground and Recreation

Association- of America, published the Athletic-Badge

Test for Boys and later the Athletic-Badge Test for

Girls. The events selected make the tests applicable

almost anywhere and the standards have been revised

since. The purpose of these tests are to stimulate

every boy and girl to strive to reach a minimum stand-

ard.

The next important step in physical ability tests

was the work of J. H. Richards of Newark, N. J. In 1914,

he published his BhysicalEducation Efficiency Tests for

Grade Schools. After tabulating the results of testing

10
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400 boys in seven events, Richards applied then the passing

mark of 70 per cent to each of the events. The supposition

was that ~y boy applying himself could reach the standard

by the end of the given year.

About this time, William A. Stecher, Director of Physical,
Education, Philadelphia, set up his Age Aim Charts. The idea

of a standard achievement for a given age, and the awarding

of a certificate of attainment for those who have passed cer

tain year standards was established. He also originated the

"Physical Quotient" to provide a physical factor to corre

late with the mental and social factors of the schools.

One of the most advanced contributions in the field

was the plan of Frederick J. Reilly, in 1917. In his

"Rational Athletics for Boys and Girls" he established a

classification known throughout the country as the Age

Grade-Height-Weight-Plan, which permitted more fairly

matched competition. Entering the table for given

grade an exponent is secured for each of the four factors.

The sum of these exponents gives a figure which puts the

pupil into a particular class group.

Then, the "Decathlon Test" in California, set up by

Clark W. Hetherington, made great progress in stimu

lating the advancement of achievement testing. Athletic

events adapted to groups from ten years through high

school were selected and scored on a percentage or point

basis. The pupils were classified in groups A, B, C and

D according to the total of exponents determined for the



semester in school, age in years and months, height in

inches and weight in pounds. In many of the events a new i

dea in scoring was' introduced, called tl~ graduated score,

plan. The curve of performance in such a scale is not a

straight line but a parabola.

The Detroit Decathlon for Boys brought in a new feature

in the point table. Points are graduated up to average and

then away from average. This means that the greatest award

comes from an effort to bring up to average en event in

which one is weak. Very small reward is given for pro-

gressing beyond this point.

The ~eport of the national committee on standard

physical efficiency tests give us exceedingly valuable

data on the recent development of tests of physical

ability. About 1925, Frederick Rand Rogers formulated

his Strength Test as a measure of general athletic ability

and a Physical Fitness Index to guide the physical director

in all allocating physical education programs to individuals

in accordance with their needs. In 1927, David K. Brace

brought forward a scale of motor ability tests to use in

the classification of pupils and to furnish a basis upon

which to evaluate achievement. These tests are of the

nature of stunts (20) calling for a large variety of

general coordinations such as agility, balance, control,

flexibility and strength.

'rhe latest work is that of James G. Bliss, in making

an analysis and scientific study of progression in physical

12
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'I

1
1
r

I
1

education activities.

The major fallacy of these late developments and tests

. in the physical education program is their adaptation to
,

the large system with its corps of special teachers. The
,

inadequate facilities for promoting athletic sports in

rural schools and communities and limited time and qualifi

cation of the teacher have been neglected basic points.

13



B. Second test

III. Gymnastic exercise posture, group A

C. TESTING PROGRAMS BY LEADING EDUCATORS IN THE FIELD

OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

14

12 feet

6 feet 6 inches

60-yard dash 8 seconds
or

lOO-yard dash 13 2/5 seconds

Baseball throw 3 strikes of 5 at 45 ft
or

Baseball throw 1~5 feet

b. Standing broad j~p

or
Running broad jump

d.

c.

I. Boys thirteen years and over

a. Pull-up (chinning) 6 times
or

Rope climb(use hands and legs) 16 feet

I. Boys twelve years of age

a. Events similar to second test

1. The Bancroft Posture~

Bancroft, Jessie H., The Posture of School Child

ren, New York: The Macmillan Company, 1~22. p 238.

A. The "Triple Test", by elimination

I. Standing posture, group C

II. Walking posture, group B

2. ~ Athletic Badge Test for Boys

Hanmer, Lee F., Playground and Recreation Associa

tion of Amerioa, New York. 1~31.

A. First test
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c. Third test

I. Boys of high sohool age

a. Events similar to second test

, "It does not seem, however, that the different

standards should be limited to these age groups. Aooord

ingly, no age or even weight limit is fixed. .Any boy'

may enter any test at any time. It is generally agreed

among those of greatest experienoe in the field of phy

sioal education, that climbing, jumping, running, and

throwing should be considered the four fundamental act

ivities to be included in any physioal effioienoy test,

andaocordingly eaoh of these tests makes use of four

events. Certain options are allowed to make the tests

adaptable to varied local oonditions. To pass a test a
7

boy must qualify in four events, one from eaoh class."

3. ~ Athletio Badge~ for Girls

Hanmer, Lee F., National reecreation Assooiation

Bulletin, United states Printing Office, Wash

ington, 1931

A. First test

I. Ballanoing (one deep knee bend)

II. Potato raoe
or

All-up Indian olub race
or

50-yard dash

7
Bowen, W. P., and Mitchell, E. D., The Practioe of
.Organized Play. New York: A. S. Barnes and Company,
1923. P. 49.
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III. Basketball throw (distance)
·or
12" indoor baseball throw (accuracy)

IV. .Volleyball serve (accuracy)
or

Tennis serve (accuracy)
or

B~s~etball goal throw (10 foot line)
or

12" indoor baseball throw and catch

B. Second test (similar to first)

C. Third test (similar to first)

4. Athletic Standards !2£ Boys

Brown, Dr. John Jr., for the Y. M. C. A.

A. 80-pound class

I. 50-yard dash

II. Standing broad jump

III. Running broad jump

IV • Baseball throw

B. 95-pound class

I. Same

C. 110-pound class

I. Same

II. Running high jump

D. 125-pound class

I. Same

II. Put 8-pound shot

E. Unlimited class

I. Same

F. Scoring table was for one-room and larger schools.

Standard scales for the above tests are in three



groups; no points, honor standard, 100 points.

5. Age Aim Chart of Physical Efficiency

Stecher, William A., Philadelphia PUblic School

Bulletin, 1924.

A. Events

I. Standing broad jump

Triple standing broad jump

Running broad jump

Tunning hop, step and jump

Running high jump

Basketball far throw (overhead)

Basketball far throw (round arm)

Indoor baseball far throw

50-yard dash

40-yard dash

50-yard dash

60-yard dash

75-yard dash

lOO-yard dash

Rope climbing

Chinning

B. For boys 8 to 20 years of age

I. Achievement standard set for each year

level on graduated scale with 8 years as

lowest and 2- years as highest

6. Age Aim Chart 2! Physical Efficiency for Girls

Stecher, William A., Philadelphia Public School

Bulletin, 1924.

17



A. Events

I. Same as boys

Knee raising

'B. For girls 8 to 20 years of age

Aohievement standards similar to boys

7. College Standards of Physioal Effioienoy for Men

Miohigan University, Wood, Thomas D., and Brownell,

Clifford L., Souroe Book in Health and Physioal

Eduoation. New York: The Maomillan Company, 1925.

pp. 554-555.

A. Aotivities

I. Chinning

Dipping

Rope olimbing

ii Shot putII
rJ Bar vault
.1

Ii 50-yard dash
1.1

t Running high jump

I
Running broad jump

Standing broad jump

One half-mile run

II. Gymnastios

Horizontal bar

Parallel bar

J

Side horse

III. SwimmingJ
I
1 IV. Team games (have you played)

J Football

18



Baseball

Basketball

.j Socce~

V. Individual contest exercises (do you play)

Track

Boxing

Wrestling

Fencing

Handball

Club-swinging

Tennis

Skating

VI. Individual events

Football distance kick and throw

Baseball fungo hit and target throw

Basketball distance throw and goal shots

B. Tating scale divided into four groups

I. D or poor, percentage 5-10-20

II. C or fair, percentage 30-40-50

III. B or good, percentage 60-79-80

IV. A or excellent, percentage ~O-IOO

"The activities are selected not merely as a scale

of Physical Efficiency Tests, but also to give the

student a knowledge of exercise which he should pursue

in order to secure an all-round physical development in

strength, speed, endurance and coordination. Character

forming traits, such as sportsmanship, etc., are best
8

derived from team games and contest exercises."

l~
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8. College Standards of Physical Efficiency !££ Women

Michigan State Normal College, Ypsilanti.

A. Activities on a point system

I. Badge test (National Recreation Association)

II. Baseball target throw

III. Basketball distance throw

IV. Diving

V. Hiking

VI. Posture

VII •. Running high jump

VIII. Swimming

IX. stunts

B. College sweaters and monograms awarded for

accomplishing re~uired tests or those earning

35 points from all tests.

9. Rogers Strength Index

Rogers, Frederick Rand, Physical Capacity Tests,

New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1931.

A. Specific procedure

I. Spirometer test

II. Manuometer test

III. Back and leg dynamometer test

IV. Push-up test

V. Pull-up test

8
Wood, Thomas D., and Brownell, Clifford L., Source
Book in Health and Physical Education. New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1925. p. 554.,



measure of unstable conditions and fluctuates with

B. Significance of the test

21

As measure of physical fitness

Physical activity habits

Endurance

I.

B. Test II (17-year standards)

C. Test III (19-year standards)

D. Age aims for track and field events

I. Standing broad jU1J}p

Ball throw overhead

30-yard dash

Mueller, Grover W., Division of Physical and

Health Education, 1924.

A. Test I (15-year standards)

I. Standing broad jump, 5 feet 10 inches

II. Ball throw (overhead), 33 feet

III. 50-yard dash, 7 3/5 seconds

IV. Ball throw (free style), 45 feet

II. As indioe of general· systemic condition

"The Physical Fitness Index is not the physical

equivalent of the Intelligent Quotient. It is a

9
Rogers, Frederick Rand, Physical Capacity Tests, New
york: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1931.

food and activity habits, disease and accidents.

Measures of muscular strength are useful as symptoms
9

or indices ofother more fundamental conditions."

10. Philadelphia Public School Age Aim Chart

\'
f
\:

!

!
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!
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40-yard dash

50-yard dash

Chinning

Knee raising

III. Ages eight to stxteen

Several new factors enter into the scheme of tm I

Philadelphia system for stimulating interest in physical

skills and futhering participation in athletic activities:

one, standard of achievement for a given age; two, award

ing a certificate for attaining year standards; and three,

establishment of a "physical quotient" to provide an ideal

that correlates all factors--physical, mental and social-

operating in the schools. The total score of the points

gained in the four events was the "physical quotient".

11.- Richards' Efficiency Tests for Grade Schools

Richards, J. H., "Efficiency Tests for Grade Schools"

American Physical Education Review. December 1914.

pp. 637-646.

A. Events

I. Chinning

Standing broad jump

Running broad jump

Standing hop, step and jump

Running hop, step and jump

Running high jump

50-yard dash

B. 70 per cent was a passing grade

After tabulating the results of testing 400 boys

in seven events a passing mark was applied to every
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event. Accomplishment over that standard determined

the percentage grade. Comparisons were not made with

other cities -or school systems.

12 •• Reilly's Standards of Achievement for Boys

Reilly, Frederick J., New Rational Athletics for,

Boys and Girls. New York: D.C. Heath and Co.19l7.

A. Events

I. Potato race

Hop, step and leap

Broad jump

High jump

Chinning

Strength of grip

Shot put

Combination dip

Trunk lifting

Chest expansion

Pitching

Basketball goals

B. Standards are set for five groups A-B-C-D-E

Minimum points achieved in anyone event are 5

Maximum points achieved in anyone event are 15

In order that boys and girls may be fairly matched

for competition, Reilly established a classification

known throughout the country as the Age-Grade-Height

Weight Plan. Entering the table for a given grade, an

exponent is secured for each of the four factors. The

sum of these gives a figure which puts the pupil into a
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particular class group.

13. California Decathlon

California Manual in Physical Education, Part IV,
State Board of Education, Sacramento, 1918, pp.
120-122.

A. Ten events to be selected from seventeen

I. Travelling on rings

Pull-up

Push-up

Sit-up

Half lever

Rope climb

Potato race

Running high jump

Standing broad jump

Running broad jump

100-yard dash

Basketball throw for goal

Basketball throw for distance

Baseball throw for strike

Soccer kick for distance

20-yard swim

B. An exponent was determined for the semester in

school, age in years and months, height in

inches and weight in pounds.

The sum of these exponents determined the clas~

for competition, D, C, B or A.

C. In many of the events a new idea in scoring was

introduced, called a graduated score plan. The
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ourve of performanoe in suoh a soale is not a

straight line but a parabola.

14. Detroit Deoathlon.
Pearl, N. H., and Brown, H. E., Health by stunts,

New York: The Maomillan Company, 1~22. pp. 155-16~.

A. Events

I. Chinning

Standing broad jump

Overhead shot

lOO-yard dash

Situp

Running broad jump

Running high jump

standing hop, step and jump

Running hop, step and jump

Shot put

Dip

B. Only eighth-grade boys may enter.

C. The main feature is the point table. Points are

graduated up to average and then away from aver

age. This means that hte greatest award comes

from an effort to bring up to average an event

in whioh one is weak. Very small reward is given

for progressing beyond this point.

15. Rate of Growth

Wood, Dr. Thomas D., Height and Weight Charts,

Department of the Interior, Bureau of Education,

Washington, 1~27.
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A. Right height and weight for boys

I. Height in inches and age in years

B. Right height and weight for girls

I. Height in inches and age in years

16. Individual Athletic Test for Boys

South Park Playgrounds, Chioago, 1~30.

A. Activities tested

I. lOO-yard dash

Running high jump

Running broad jump

Chinning

B. Bronze, silver and gold medals awarded for

achieving standards set in three classes.

17. Individual Athletio Test for Girls

South Park Playgrounds, Chicago, 1~30.

A. Aotivities tested

50-yard dash

Running high jump

Running broad jump

Travelling rings

B. Bronze, .silver and gold medals awarded for

achieving standards set in three classes.

18. ~ New Age-Grade-Height-Weight Athletio Standard

Sohlafer, W. E., Indiana University. Bowen and

Mitohell, The Practioe of Organized Play, New York:

A. S. Barnes and Company, 1~23. Vol. II. pp. 58-66.

A. Boys grades IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, and high

sohool



B. Girls same grades with VIII and high sohool

oombined

C. Boys- aotivities for Grade VII

I. 50-yard dash

75-yard dash

440-yard run

Baseball distanoe throw

Running broad jump

Basketball overhead distanoe throw

Basketball round arm distanoe throw

Potato raoe or flag raoe

Running high jump

Standing broad jump

Sit-up

Push-up

Pull-up

Chest expansion

D. Boys aotivities for Grade VIII

Same exoept IOO-yard dash for 75-yard dash

One-half mile run for one-fourth mile run

Pole vault for baseball throw

E. Aotivities for high sohool

I. Same as Grade VIII exoept

One-fourth mile run

Punting football

Running hop, step and jump

Putting shot, 8-pounds

Putting shot, l2-pounds

27
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One mile run

220-yard dash

220-yard low hurdles

120-yard high hurdles

Discus

Javelin

Baseball distance throw

F. No standards recorded for any event or grade.

19. Sigma Delta Psi

National Athletic Fraternity, Founded at Indiana

University, 1912.

A. Standards for College Men, one class

B. Activities required tested

I. lOO-yard dash

220-yard low hurdles

Running high jump

Running broad jump

Shot put, l6-pound

Pole vault

Throwing baseball

Punting football

Swimming

One mile run

Tumbling

Posture

C. Varsity sport letter may be substituted for any

one requirement with exception of swimming.



C. CONCLUSIONS

It seems as though the testing program in physical
..

education is running in cycles. A good example is the

modern version of the old Harvard Strength Test under

the new name of Roger's Physical Fitness Index.

The type of material tested follows closely the

changes in emphasis of the various phases of physical

education, from the big-muscle activity and strength

tests to the specialization in sports and the skill

tests.

The advent of the Stecher Age-Aims and the Grade

Age-Height-Weight-Plan accompanied the necessity for

group classification. Competition of non-homogeneous

groups demanded the establishing of standards for the

indiVidual. Also, differentiation within the grade

for the purpose of teaching individual needs required

the above standardizing program.

Few tests have been offered for objective grading.

Still fewer, have been offered for stimulation of par

ticipation or interest in the broader program of inter-

mural or inter-school competition, or the regular class

lesson.

It is not necessary or possible in all schools to

classify for individual instruction, except in a few

special cases. It is also unnecessary in some com-

munities to classify into homogeneous groups for competl-

29



tion, but it is necessary to keep the precocious pupil

busy and animate the laggard.
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CHAPTER III

SELECTION OF MATERIALS AND STANDARDS

A. l\tIATERIALS

Since compulsory attendance laws are in force in

the majority of our school systems, limited facilities

and unfavorable conditions forbid classification by a

Physical Fitness Index, Strength Index, or General
1

Athletic Ability Index, for the purpose of segregating

the jumbled mass into homogeneous groups for class work,

or the establishing of physical and health needs for

individuals. In other words, the situation frequently

does not permit specialization and differentiation with-

in the grade. The "school grade" basis bears, however,

little relation to health needs. Since this program is

not testing for physical and health needs but tending

toward creating an incentive, or a year's attainable

objective, we may safely, though not scientifically,

use the "school grade" division.

Instead' of measuring general physical ability this

program endeavors to insure protection for the immature

and weak, adequate competition for the able, and interest

1
Frederick Rand Rogers, Test and Measurement Program in
the Redirection of Physical Education. New York: Bureau
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University. 1927.
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for all. It aims to secure and maintain interest in any

extra-curricular program involving competitive individual

or team-g~me activity by previous knowledge and proficiency

in game fundamentals, as well as stimulating attendance and

punctuality in classroom work.

The physical and physiological condition of school

children has been estimated by many different objective

measures since John Hutchinson proposed lung capacity as

a reliable general method. None of these have much proved

validity, however. For example, the most recent height-

weight-age tables are contained in a bulletin which announ

ces that "at present there are no data available to de-
2

termine the significance of these factors on growth".

A typical example is that of an eleven-year-old boy

who is overweight or precocious in physical stature,

who may also be able to capitalize his stature to better

advantage ~han the thirteen-year-old similarly endowed.

That is, the "overweight" eleven-year-old may be actually

stronger than the "overweight" thirteen-year-old. Baldwin's

and Bowditch's studies showing that larger children de

velop earlier while smaller ones continue their development

longer, may be a contributing explanation. Physical growth

does not proceed regularly nor infinitely. Increase in age,

and various stages of pubescence are thrown together in such

2
B. T. Baldwin and T. D. Wood, "Weight, Height, Age Tables".
New York: American Child Health Association. 1927.
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a fashion that staqdard deviations are not truly rep

resentative of the deviations they are supposed to measure.

All tests are not of equal value as measures of

general physical ability. Our goal is participation and not

testing. The Junior high school offers the most hetero

geneous group in social, sexual and physical development,

of any educational unit. In view of this inequality, tests

that use classifications are definitely eliminated. Any

system of exponents based on age, height, weight and grade

is impractical in a physical activity program. Therefore,

sUbject matter involving participation should be based on

the primary functions of running, Jumping, throwing and

climbing when possible.

Our physical education program includes a host of

activities ranging from free play to highly organized

games. Yet, as Hetherington points out, "The program

should center about individual events rather than group

events". He says, "The plan should be centered in an

organization of indiVidual actiVities as used here,

events selected from most or all of the broad groups of

natural and related big-muscle activities. By indiVidual

actiVities as used here is meant those actiVities in

which each indiVidual carries on the whole activity by
3

himself without dependence on the activities of others".

3
Clark Hetherington, The School Program in Physical Education.
New York: World Book Company. 1923.
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There are many advantages in using individual

evept8, namely: they are. usable in both c'ompulsory and.

voluntary participation, they are easy to handle from

the standpoint of promotion and administration, each

pupil may progress as an individual, each pupil may be

taught as an individual, the events may be practiced and

learned by the individual or by the grcup, they may be

used in a great variety of conditions, they can be readily

graded according to the individual or group needs and

ability, they give training in the fundamental primery
4

functions, and they require maximum performance effort.

Most of the acti vi ties included in our physical

education program are of an individual nature or may be

individualized to conform to requirements, and of these

various types of individual athletic events are tlw most

practical and successful. They are unique in being accurate

ly measurable, thus calling into play the element of comp

etition which affors a powerful incentive to practice and

participation. Each individual, by comparing present per

formances with past performances actually sets up a situ

ation whereby he competes with and against himself. If
5

average performance records are kept, as in Detroit,

the indiVidual can compare his own record with these, or

those of the group.

4
S. C. Staley, Individual and Mass Athletics. New York:
A. S. Barnes & Company. 1925

5
N. H. Pearl and H. E. Brown, Health by Stunts. New York:
The Macmillan Company. 1922.
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He thus has an accurate gauge of his own ability and a

constant stimulus and incentive to improve it.

Inad~ition to'the regualr track and field events,

there are a number of events which have a history of

former usage in the track and field program, a number

of events which have long held a place in our folk pas

times, still others that have been drafted from the ele

ments of our standard organized games.

The use of fundamental exercises from the various

sports facilitates the learning of the game in part or

whole, establishes efficiency in the skills involved,

and prepares for participation in the game. Practice

of these fundamental skills offer ample and interesting

activity for the recreative use of leisure time. The

knowledge gained from such participation creates an

int~lligent spectator attitude and a better sportsman

ship esprit'de corps.

The use of individual athletic events and stunts

is a very practical and worthwhile procedure from

several points of view. In the first place, everyone

can make some sort of a shOWing on the first attempt;

second, by using events abstracted~om our organized

games, training is provided in a host of fundamentals

of these games; third, definite training is prOVided

in a major sport for the masses; fourth, training in

the technique of these various activities increases
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the number of pupils having technical knowledge of

athletics, which makes for a wider and finer appreci

"ation of them; fifth, it revives many athletic pastimes
,

informally practiced by our forefathers; and lastly,

events of this sort provide the only means of testing
6

individual physical ability. Strength, endurance, neuro-

muscular condition, throwing, kicking, jumping vaulting,

running, and climbing events may be employed. By a per

formance in one or two representative events from each

distinct type of activity, the pupil's general physical

condition should be creditably improved.

The materials and standards used in this study have

been derived from many sources, including, state decath

lon tests, city special day programs, school tests, na

tional society tests, programs by special authors on

physical education, and tests recorded by the writer

at senior and Junior high schools.

6
S. C. Staley, Individual and Mass Athletics. New York:
A. S. Barnes & Company. 1925.
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B. STANDARDS

During the years 1925-1926 and 19?6-l927 this

study was started at the Gerstmeyer Technical High

School of Terre Haute, Indiana, with the help and per

mission of Principal Guy Stantz. One hundred and forty

eight ninth-grade boys were tested the first year and one

hundred sixty-six the second year.

In the fall of the year 1927 the testing was con

tinued at the new Woodrow Wilson Junior High School under

the supervision of Dr. D. H. Vass, the sChool principal.

Approximately three hundred boys have participated in the

various tests each year since that time. The manner of

testing and the nature of some of the tests has been

changed from time to time. New events have been added

as the need arose and unsatisfactory activities dis

carded.

The average performance has been established as a

standard in all events where the criteria has been de

rived through the accomplishments of the boys in the

Woodrow Wilson physical education classes. Many activi

ties have been retained in the testing program which were

particularly interesting and adapted to the boys of this

school. Other events, not especially applicable to the

Woodrow Wilson school, ha¥e standards established from

various other sources.
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Pupils have more interest in play and exercise if

some real and definite object is in view. To play or

exercise when the object is to win, is far more interest-,

ing and invigorating than simply exercises for the sake of

exercise. Play and athletic activities carry with them

great interest when some record is to be attained or some

index for all-round ability is sought. The desire to

equal the record, or to win over the record, is a con-

trolling factor in such activities.

There are no nation-wide, concise, graded records of

athletic events suitable for boys and girls in the various

grades, especially junior high school. A number of di

rectors in the larger cities have their city standards,

and the s~ate of California has evolved state standards,

but the work has only begun. To excite participation, age

or grade standards are very forceful. For exact classifi

cation, or-to determine competitive aChievement, the four

factors of age, grade, height and weight should be basic.

The need is for national standards, records that will be

of interest to the students in the country as well as in

the city.

It is the purpose of this study to outline a program

of events, according to grade, which will offer a valuable

construction program of athletic activities, a great variety

of game fundamentals and competitive individual sports.

The standards applied are the average achievement of the

normal age boy of a grade group. These criteria will not
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be perfect but should be attainable by the ~aJority of

boys of the normal age-grade.

Int~e following tentative program the instructor

will find suitable material for the ac~ivity period pre

ceding the regular class work. The work is graded in so

far as possible with the most desirable material for the

seventh grade listed together under that heading, and

likewise for the eighth and ninth grades. It may not

be convenient or possible always to use this material

in the order it is listed; however, there is sufficient

material listed for each grade and it is listed in the

most desirable order. Fall activities are placed in the

first group, and those enjoyed in the spring placed in the

second group, and those adapted to winter in the third

group.

Individual efficiency activities are readily adapted

to this type program. The great difficulty in using the

individual efficiency actiVities is to determine a just

scheme of classification. Many methods have been used

and are being used but none of them have yet proved en

tirely satisfactory. One need only glance at any grade

of children to realize that any contest in physical a

bility on equal terms within the grade would be unfair

to many children. Perhaps the best method of classifica

tion would be one that takes into consideration the child's

age, grade, height and weight exponents. But this method

is too complicated as a rule for the average teacher with
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limited facilities and equipment. So a simpler plan, based

on grade, or the normal age for said grade, is used in this

study. The convenience and simplicity in handling records

makes this plan applicable to the many handicapped rural

communities and small schools.

In the following tables many of the standards de

rived at the Woodrow Wilson Junior High School are shown.

These standards are characteristic of the proficiency of

a particular group of boys in a specific section of Terre

Haute. They may be too easy, or too hard, to attain by

boys of the same age and grade in another locality, but

may be used as tentative criteria.

Criteria derived from other sources than the above,

have been taken from textbooks listed in Chapter IV of

this study, and reference is stated in pages. The leniency

shown by authorities in the above sources of standards

should enable all boys in a grade to make a creditable

showing over a season's period, and over a year's work.
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Number High Low
Tested Record Record Average Mode

TABLE I

STANDARDS IN MEASURED EVENTS
IN FEET AND INCHES

GRADE IX

Drop-kick for distance 277

41

28-6

77 &. 81

80

72 &. 84

58

3-10

6-6

25-9 &. 27

27

20-6

14-9

13-3

19

166 &. 175

163 &. 167

129 &. 132

119

77

81-9

86

53-6

26-3

26

19-6

15-9

3-8

5-7

12-9

19

26-3 24 &. 29-~

27-2 27 &. 30-6

21-6 18-9 &. 20

170

161

122

123

26-3

44

39

31

24

12-9

63

67

107

92

39-9 14-5

42 19-6

31 13-4

23-2 8-9

4-10 2-10

7-8 4-10

15-3 9-3

23-6 15-6

31-3 21-3

39-9 15-6

30-7 12-3

103

122

122

94

41-3

215

219

179

168

269

251

286

291

258

261

263

291

288

277

258

259

263

243

272

269

Put

Pass for distance

Punt for distance

Place kick distance

Center-pass

Far throw

Far throw

Fungo hit for distance 254

Free styie throw

Two hand push

Forward overhead

Running high jump

Standing broad jump

Running broad jump

Stand hop, step &. jump 255

Run hop, step &. jump

Shot put, 8-pounds

Shot put, 12-pounds

Football

Baseball

Fungo hit for distance 267

Playground baseball

Medicine ball

Track



TABLE II

STANDARDS FOR TIMED EVENTS
IN SECONDS.

GRADE IX

Number High Low
Tested Reoord Reoord Average Mode

Baseball

Bunt and run to first 262 4.1 5.6 4.7 4.5

Bunt and oirole bases 242 16.8 23.0 19.2 18 &. 18.4

Playground baseball

Bunt and run to first 257 2.7 4.1 3.0 2.9

Bunt and oirole bases 261 11.4 16.7 14.3 13.8

Basketball

Dribble 75 ft &. return 259 14.0 30.0 19.0 16.0

Traok

25-yard dash 271 3.8 5.3 4.2 4.1

100-yard, dash 267 12.0 18.2 13.4 13.2

440-yard run 262 68.5 99.0 81.0 82.5

Rope olimb

Free style, 20 feet 255 7.0 0.0 15.0 0.0 &. 9.0
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TABLE IV

STANDARDS IN MEASURED EVENTS
IN FEET AND INCHES

GRADE VIII

Number High Low
Tested Record Record Average Mode

I Football

ii Pass for distance 276 91 32 71 68 &. 74'.
~

Punt for distance 282 100 34 75 72

Place-kick distance 290 113 35 77 80

Drop-kick for distance 271 62 21 46 45

Baseball

Far throw 304 191 92 155 116 &. 142

Fungo hit for distance 286 205 81 150 145

Playground baseball

Far throw 297 151 61 102 95

Fungo hit for distance 294 142 58 100 90

Medicine ball

Put 283 27-9 12-6 22 20-6

Free style throw 288 34 16-6 22 20

Forward overhead 301 26-6 11-3 24-3 22

Two hand push 297 18-7 8-3 12 13-3

Track

Running high jump 302 4-5 2-10 3-4 3-4 & 3-6

Standing broad jump 287 6-5 4-2 5-3 5

Running broad jump 291 13-7 9 10-6 11

Stand hop, step & jump 286 21-10 13-1 17 15-6

Run hop, step & jump 279 28-11 18-2 21-7 20-3

Shot put, 8-pounds 264 27-7 13-6 23 20-6



TABLE V

STANDARDS FOR TI~!ED .EVENTS
IN SECONDS
GRADE VIII

Number High Low
Tested Record Record Average Mode

Baseball

Bunt and run to first 289 4.2 5.8 4.8 4.6

Bunt and circle bases 297 17.7 25.6 21.0 20.2

Playground baseball

Bunt and run to first 301 2.9 4.9 3.3 3.2 & 3.6

Bunt and circle bases 294 13.1 19.3 15.2 15.6

Basketball

Dribble 75 ft & return 288 16.5 34.0 21.0 22.2

Track

11 25-yard dash 297 4.0 5.8 4.3 4.4

J 100-yard dash 304 13.2 20.4 14.1 13.8 & 14.4
I
.I

l 440-yard run 286 72. 104. 88.8 87.5

J Rope climb

Free style, 20 feet 284 8.5 0.0 18.7 0.0 & 14.5
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TABLE VII
; STANDARDS FOR MEASURED EVENTS
~'~

~rt IN FEET .A1TD INCHES

J
GRADE VII

Number High Low
I Tested Record Record Average Mode

I Football

Pass for distance 304 82 26 59 58

1 Punt for distance 281 84 26 61 60
I Plaoe-kick for distance 295 101 34 64 68
I'

i Baseball

I Far throw 289 178 87 130 114

:1 Fungo hit for distance 2?8 188 62 124 118

J Playground baseball
J

Far throw 311 122 55 88 ?2 & 90
I
i
I Fungo hit for distance 304 116 54 ?4 80
I

Medicine ball

Free sty~e throw 302 28 14-2 16 1?-3

i Forward overhead 296 22-3 10 14-9 15-6
I

i Put 284 23-3 9-6 12-9 12-6

I
Track

c~,

t
;

Running high jump 293 4 2-6 3-2 3

Standing broad jump 30? 6-3 3-10 4-10 4-10

Running broad jump 289 12-11 8-9 10 11-3

Stand hop, step & jump 2?? 20-1 11-11 15-6 14-6

Run hop, step & jump 263 26-9 14-5 19-9 18-3

Shot put, 8-pounds 281 24-8 11-3 19 16-6





I TABLE IX
f,ll
f;'

STANDARDS FOR ACCURACY EVENTS!;'. ~-

RECORDS FOR TEN TRIALS
GRADE VII

Number High Low
Tested Record Record Average Mode

Speedball

Receive pass, 10-yds 293 10 10 6 4

Pass through goal,15-yds285 10 2 6 6

Kick foul goal· 298 9 2 4 5

Basketball

Foul shots 292 4 0 2 2

Short shots 28? ? 0 4 3 & 4

Volley ball

Serve 308 10 0 4 5

Baseball

Strikes 292 6 0 3 2

Playground baseball

Strikes 302 8 0 5 5

Tennis

Serve 261 10 0 4 6

Horseshoes

Pitch for ringers 2?4 3 0 1 0



CHAPTER IV

THE PROCEDURE

A. THE SET-UP

1. The first six minutes of each physical education

olass is designated as the partioipation period.

2. The partioipation should continue for eighteen

oonseoutive weeks beginning with the second week of

the semester, if impossible to start the first week.

3. Squad leaders and assistant squad leaders should

be appointed to take oharge of the work. Every six

weeks these leaders should be ohanged, the assistant

beooming the leader and a new assistant appointed.

4. There should be a leader and assistant for every

six pupils.

5. Twelve exercises should be completed each six

weeks period. These exercises are to be varied

acoording to the seasons, the indoor and outdoor

faoilities, and the olass participating.

6. Every pupil should be given the opportunity to

become leader, at least onoe each school year, or, if

possible, onoe each six weeks.

B. EQ.UIPMENT AND :MATERIALS

1. In addition to outdoor and indoor play areas, the

facilities and equipment needed to oonduct all the tests

are as follows: tape measure 50 or 100 feet long; a one-
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yard rule; a calibrated stick 1" x 1" x 10'; a stop watch

(reading to tenths of a second preferred); wool yarn;

chalk; painted target; Indian clubs; two high jump stand-

ards; cross bar; various balls; goals and e~uipment used

in the different games; and the leaders marking e~uipment.

2. As far as possible, all tests should be conducted

out-of-doors, unless better adapted to indoors. As a

general rule, running and jumping tests should be con-

ducted on dirt surfaces. Loose ground and sand on a

hard surface should be avoided.

3. When tested, pupils should wear gymnasium suits and

shoes. Spiked shoes should not be used.

C. PRELIMINARY STEPS

1. The apparatus, balls and necessary equipment should

be put in place by the first class in the morning and

removed by the last class in the day.

2. No additional balls or equipment should be allowed

on the floor during this period.

3. Boards and pencils are placed on a rack at the be

ginning of each period and collected at the end of the

period.

4. As soon as the leader arrives on the floor he takes

his board and marks his companions.

D. DEM:0NSTRATING EXERCISES

1. The first time a new set of exercises is used, the

first fifteen minutes of the period should be devoted to

having the leaders demonstrate the exercises, to giving
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E. PUPIL RESPONSIBILITY

1. Pupils must give their names to the leader before

and not after performing an exeroise for oredit.

2. pupils must not try an exeroise that may be dangerous

for them without having the leader, assistant leader, or a

oompanion assist them.

3. Pupils must see that the leader oredits them properly

for everyexeroise that is satisfaotorily done.

4. Pupils must oheok their reoords on the talley board

eaoh week.

5. Pupils should have an opportunity to praotioe the

event a few times before taking the test.

6. Pupils must report leaders who are not performing

their work satisfaotorily.

These rules make the pupil responsible for any mis

takes whioh may ooour and teaoh them to see that they get

what they deserve.

All balls, when returned to the performer, should be

rolled oarefully and never thrown. Pupils waiting to be

tested must be oontinually on the alert, and avoid injury.

F. 1'EACHING APPARATUS LEADERS

1. Leaders and assistant leaders for eaoh olass must

report to the gymnasium during the first testing period
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each week before each new set of exercises is taken up.

2. During this exercise period the leaders learn their

exercises and are given definite instructions.

G. APPARATUS EXERCISES

1. Apparatus exercises are included for two reasons: one,

they make this program adaptable to the equipt gymnasium;

and two, they make it a complete all-round program.

2. The physical values of apparatus exercises are dis

played in a development of:

a. All-round muscular strength, more quickly than any

other form of exercise with the possible exception of

wrestling;

b. A feeling of physical strength which mcl~es the pupil

more self-reliant in cases of physical emergencies;

c. A certain degree of courage, skill and endurance

where physical strength is required; and,

d. A satisfaction of their native instincts to jump, vault

and climb.

3. The exercises on each piece of apparatus which have

been found useful and enjoyable to the majority of junior

high school boys are used in this program. They are listed

in their approximate difficulty and progression. In the

case of a few of the activities repetition is both desir

able and profitable. For this reason certain exercises

have been repeated, especially on different apparatus.

H. MEASURING AND TIMING EVENTS

1. The tests should be conducted according to the rules of
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procedure for each event. Where possible, each individual

throw and jump should be measured separately. A ten-foot

pole graduated in teet and inches is much better for mark

ing than il tape. In case of distance throws and kicks the

ground should be lined off at five foo't intervals from one

hundred to two hundred and forty feet according to the

event. When the distance is measured from a starting line,

the measurement should be taken from the point of record

perpendicular to the line or line extended. When the dis

tance is measured from a circle, the measurement should be

taken from the point of record to a point on an arc of the

circle on a line to the center of the circle.

2. In running events the ideal method of timing is the

graduated stop watch on each runner. Where there are large

numbers to be run and no stop watches available the follow

ingmethod may be used.

Four runners may run simultaneously with a timer and

four jUdges at the finish, one jUdge to select the winner,

the other three to select second, third and fourth. Each

judge should note, in feet or yards, the distance his run-

ner is behind the runner ahead. The timer may then get the

time of the first runner and estimate the time of the others.

The race may be started by the wave of a handkerchief. The

timer may ascertain the time by watching the face of the

watch as the runners near the finish and have an assistant

jerk his hand or tap him as the runners hit the tape. The

time ·01' the second and succeeding runners may be derived by

dividing the total time of the race by the number of yards
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in the distanoe run. For example, 13 seoonds divided by 100

yards equals l3/l00ths seconds per yard. Add this amount for

'eaoh yard the seoond and suoceeding runners were behind.

4. To avoid oonfusion, the dash should be used rather than

the decimal, in recording mixed numbers. To illustrate,

sixteen feet and two inohes should bw written 16-2, ten and r

five tenths seconds should be written 10-5.

I. DUTIES OF THE LEADERS

Leaders are expected

1. To place their initials and not a check mark opposite

the name of the boy performing the exercise satisfactorily.

2. To give pupil credit only when the exercise is done

satisfactorily.

3. To know his exercises thoroughly and ask questions if

he does not.

4. To see that the apparatus is in its proper place.

5. To info~ the instructor id no boys are practicing at

his station.

6. To be ready tor checking before regular class work

starts.

7. To return boards ,and pencils to the rack at the

designated time.

8. To instruct pupils.

9. To assist pupils.

10. To be careful not to permit his friends to slide

through an exeroise.

11. To enforce all rules and regulations strictly, other-
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wise inaccuracies will result and some pupils will find

ways of "beating the game".

12~ To require r~petition of the trial, when a contestant

fails to domply with any rule or procedure regulating the

event.

J" • CHECKING BY THE INSTRUCTOR

1. Each pupil should accomplish at least seventy-five

per cent, or nine exercises, each six weeks period. If

such an amount is not accomplished, two reasons should

be checked: one, the exercises are too difficult for the

pupil; or, second, the pupil is not putting sufficient

effort in his work.

2. The instructor should move about the class and offer

a word of admonishment, praise, approbation, apprizement

and approval where necessary, and stimulate the activity

when possible. He should also strive for the development

of moral character, leadership, cooperation and self

respect as well as efficiency and interest.

K. SUPERVISION BY THE INSTRUCTOR

1. To see that each leader knows exact~y how the exercises

written on his work board should be done.

2. To see that the leader is assuming his responsibilities

in an efficient manner.

3. To give the leader special instructions when necessary.

4. To see that the leader assists pupils who need his

assistance.

5. To see that the leader ohecks with his initials each
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exercise result in the proper space.

6. To see that the leader instructs backward pupils in

. the details of the exercise.

7. To see that there are some boys working at each

activity through-out the period.

L. METHODS OF MARKING BY THE LEADER

1. Two exercises marked I and II are listed at the top

of the sheet.

2. The exercise marked I is comparatively easy, while

the one marked II is more difficult.

3. An exercise must be performed with good form or the

pupil is not credited.

4. Where space permits, two sets of each apparatus are

used. One set is for practice and the other for checking.

5. When a pupil performs an exercise well enough to merit

being checked, he gives his name to the leader who watches

him. If the performance is satisfactory the leader writes

his initials opposite the pupil's name in column I or II

depending on the exercise performed.

6. Pupils are at liberty to do any of the twelve exer

cises listed at any time during the six weeks period they

are assigned.

M. THE WORK BOARD

1. Each leader has a work board 12" x 5" on which he

has the names of the pupils placed in two columns.

2. The board is made from any substantial material

preferably Panel or Fibroid boards.

3. Numbers from one to forty are mimeographed in two
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TABLE X

THE WORK BOARD

Leader's 'name Grade
Event Event

A AA

B BB

0 00

D DD

E EE

F FF

G GG

H HE:

I II

J JJ

K KK

L LL

M MM

N NN

0 00

p pp

Q, Q,Q,

R RR

S SS

T TT

U UU

V VV

w vrw

X XX
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oolumns on sheets of paper that just fit the board in

width. The boards 'are one inoh longer than the sheet.

Wall-paper paste, bought in powdered form and mixed as

needed, ts used to paste these sheets on the boards. Two

space oolumns are reserved after eaoh,oolumn of names so

that the leader oan mark separately each of the twenty

exercises that may be marked by him opposite the name of

the pupil performing the exeroise. A space is reserved

at the top of each sheet for a description of each of the

two exercises. The exercises are typewritten on slips of

paper which are pasted in these spaces.

4. One board serves each class in two activities.

5. A set of seven boards are used for every class. Six

are needed for the twelve different activities and the

seventh is the Tally board.

N. THE TALLY BOARD

1. Exercises performed by pupils are recorded each week

on a tally board.

2. As these exercises are tallied from the work board a

heavy red of blue check mark is made over the initials on

the work board. This prevents tallying the same exercise

twice.

3. The tally board is posted each week so the pupils can

see just how they stand in reference to the periods work.

4. At the end of the six weeks period the pupil's accom-

plishment is marked plainly on the tally board.

O. STUNTS AND TUMBLING



TABLE XI

THE TALLY BOARD

Per10.d Grade
,

Event Event Event Event Event Event Event
A

B
I

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

0

P

Q,

R

S

T

U

V

W

X
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1. Boys enjoy doing stunts and the simple types of tumbl

ing. They are a pleasant form of exercise developing gen

eral suppleness of, strength and skill in muscular action.

They also'develop a certain amount of courage, initiative,

persererertce and self-confidence. They should be divided

into three groups; very easy, easy and difficult.

2. A number of stunts have been omitted because, they do

not appeal to the boys, they are too easy or too difficult,

or they have little physical value.

3. The activities listed in this program have been found

useful in junior high school work and are listed as to their

approximate difficulty in each grade.

4. stunts and tumbling should be included in the formal

apparatus lesson. They should also be taught with the fund

amental exercises in open class formation.

P. ACTIVITIES

1. A six-minute period at the beginning of each class in the

gymnasium or on the field is devoted to these tests consisting

of, sport fundamentals, apparatus, tumbling, stunts and track

and field activities.

2. Six-weeks periods are used as marking periods so as to

conform to the usual arrangements in most schools.

3. The twelve exercises for each marking period should be

followed in systematical order in the events.
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A. GAi\AE FUNDAI",ffiNTALS j!.ND ELEMENTS

1. Football

2. Soccer

Forward pass for distance and accuracy

Receive forward pass for accuracy

Center pass for distance and accuracy

Throw in for distance and accuracy

62

Punt for distance and accuracy

Place-kick for distance and accuracy

Drop-kick for distance and accuracy

Place-kick for distance and accuracy

Receive pass for accuracy

Drop-kick for accuracy

Foul kick for accuracy

Target throw

Far throw, round arm and overhead

Shooting fouls, shorts and longs

Dribble for time and accuracy

CHAPT"'~R V

ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS

Heading for distance and accuracy

Dribble for time and accuracy

Speedball

Punt for distance and accuracy

Pass for distance and accuracy

3.

4. Basketball
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10. Horseshoes

Pitching for accuracy

11. Potato race

Shuttle race for time

12. Swimming

Free style for time

Demonstration of strokes

Demonstration of dives

13. Marbles

Shooting for accuracy

14. Track and field events

25-yard dash for time

30-yard dash for time

40-yard dash for time

50-yard dash for time

50-yard dash for time

75-yard dash for time

100-yard dash for time

220-yard dash for time

440-yard run for time

SSO-yard run not for time

Low hurdle race, three hurdles, for time

Running high jump for height

Standing broad jump for distance

Running broad jump for distance

Triple broad jump for distance

Standing hop, step and jump for distance

Running hop, step and jump for distance



A. APPLLtATUS EXEHCISES

Walking forward

Walking backward

Walking with leg raising

Skipping forward

3. Horizontal bar

Chinning

Knee hang

Knee swing-up

Hip pull-up frontways

Hip pUll-up rearways

Pull up to inverted hang and return

Knee circle forward

Crotch circle forward

4. Rope

Free style climb for distance and time

Hang turn-over and return

Pendulum vault for height

1.

2.

Horizontal ladder

Hang travel on rungs

Hang travel on rails

Hang jumping on rungs

Hang jumping on rails

Balance beam
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5. Travelling rings

Travel for distance or number of rings

6. Flying rings

Turn over to hang rearways and return

Bird's Nest, hanging and swinging

Half turn on front swing

Whole turn on front swing

Jump to support shoulder high

7. Poles

Climbing, one or two poles

Bird's Nest and return

Inverted straight hang and return

8. Stall bars

Knee raising

Inverted hang rearways

9. Side horse or buck

Courage vault

Side vault

Straddle vault

Rear vault

Sq,uat vault

Sissors on neck

Leg swing to side seat

Sheep vault

Thief vault

Fence vault

Oblica.ue vault over buck

Shoulder roll on buck
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c. STUNTS AND TlThm3LING

1. Stunts

PU'sh ups

Sit ups

Rope skipping

Wicket walk

Frog dance

Duck wabble

Bear dance

All-up Indian race for time

Drive-pig-to-market for time

Jump and reach for height

Bun and catch for time

Single full knee bend

Jump through stick

2. Tumbling

Forward rolls

Backward rolls

Dive and roll

High dive over kneeling boy

Hand spring over kneeling boy

Cartwheel

Head stand

Hand stand, with and without support

D. ARCHERY

1. Shooting for accuracy
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TABLE XII

CHART OF THREE YEARS' ACTIVITIES

SEVENTH GRADE EIGH'ffi GRADE NINTH GRADE

Fall Fall Fall

Unit I Unit I Unit I

Winter Winter Winter

Unit II Unit II Unit II

Spring Spring Spring

Uni~ III Unit III Unit III
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CHAPTER VI

ABBREVIATIONS

In the program offered in this chapter there are

numerous references as to source of material. Because

of the lack of space it is impossible to make full note

of each reference. The following books, which are

referred to in this outline, will be noted under the

last name of the author only (or by test name only):

Stecher, William A., Age Aims .Chart. Bowen, Wilbur P.,
and Mitchell, Elmer D., The Practice of Organized
Play. Vol. II, New York: A. S. Barnes and Company,
1923.

Neilson, N. P., and Van Bagen, Winifred, Physical Edu
cation for Elementary Schools. New York: A.~
Barnes and Company, 1930. pp. 2?3-352.

Cozens, Frederick W. and Neilson, N. P., Achievement
Scales in Physical Education Activities. New York:
A., S. Barnes and Company, 1934.

Bancroft, Jessie H., Handbook of Athletic Games. New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1923. p. 238.

Pearl, N. H., and Brown, H. E., Health ~ Stunts. New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1925.

Rodgers, Martin, A Handbook of stunts. New York: The
Macmillan Company, 1935.--

Staley, Seward Charle, Individual and Mass Athletics.
New York: A. S. Barnes and Company, 1925.

Wittich, W. J., and Reuter, H. C., Exercises ~ the
Apparatus, Tumbling and Stunts. New York: A. S.
Barnes and Company, 1926.

Rath, Emil, Graded Apparatus for~ Indianapolis:
Normal College of the American Gymnastic Union,
1923.

Wild, Monica R., and White, Doris E.,Physical Education
~ Elementary Schools. Cedar Falls; Extension
Division~ Iowa State Teachers College, 1924.
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Detroit Deoathlon Tests. Pearl, N. P., and Brown, H. E.,
Health by stunts, New York: The Maomillan Company,
1925, pp. 155-169. .

Boys Athletio Badge Test. Playground and Reoreation
Assooiation of Amerioa, 1 Madison Avenue, New York,
1929.

Girls Athletio Badge Test. Playground and Reoreation
Assooiation of Amerioa, 1 Madison Avenue, New York,
1929.

Indiana Syllabus, Bulletin No. 100F4, Tentative Course
of Study in Health and Physioal Eduoation, Dep
artment of Publio Instruotion, Indianapolis, 1931.

Narragansett Chart. Stall Bar Exeroises Chart. Chioago:
Narragansett Maohine Company, 1504 Monadnook Blook,
1923.
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Events Standards Reference

1. Triple Posture Test Group A Bancroft, p. 238

2. Football throw for distance 59 feet Table VII

3. Football place-kick for distance 64 feet Table VII

4. Football punt for distance 61 feet Table VII

5. Soccer throw in, two hands 25 feet Cozens, p. 89

6. Soccer heading for distance 20 feet Neilson, p. 299

7. Soccer punt for distance 20 yards Neilson, p. 299

8. Soccer corner kick for accuracy 5 of 10 Neilson, p. 298

9. Soccer throw in for distance 25 feet Neilson, p. 298

10. Soccer dribble for accuracy 30 seconds Cozens, p. 83

80 feet and return, 4 objects
-

'1
I-'

A. Units of Activities for the Seventh Year

CHAPTER VI

I. TENTATIVE PRE-CLASS TESTING PROGRAM IN

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Fall ActivitiesUnit I.

a-" .~.•.,-'. ·",,=,,-:c~_ .. _
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Events Standards Reference

26. Sit and rise with feet crossed Rogers, p. '254

27. Rope skip free style Eogers, p. 255

28. Log raising, being log Staley, p. 59

29. Hand travel horizontal ladder rungs Staley, p. 54

30. Forward roll Rogers, p. 242

31. Backward roll Roger s, p. 242

32. Grips on apparatus demonstrate Wittick, p. 8

33. Squat Pearl, p. 93

34. Human wicket Indiana Syllabus, p. 93

35. Wicket walk Indiana Syllabus, p. 93

36. Forward roll Indiana Syllabus, p. 93

37. Stump walk Indiana Syllabus, p. 94

38. Human ball Indiana Syllabus, p. 94

39. The top Indiana Syllabus, p. 95

40. The palm spring Indiana Syllabus, p. 95

41. Dog run Indiana Syllabus, p. 95

42. Solid ivory Indiana Syllabus, p. 95

..;J
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Unit II. Winter Activities

Events Standards Reference

1. Basketball far throw overhead 24 feet Stecher, p. 401

2. Basketball far throw one arm 37 feet Stecher, p. 403

3. Basketball short goal shots 2 of 5 Scout Manual, p. 302

4. Basketball foul shots 2 of 5 Scout Manual, p. 302

5. Basketball accuracy chair 35 feet Staley, p. 23

6. Basketball long shot foul circle 1 of 5 Staley, p. 25

7. Basketball dribble 75 feet Staley, p. 26

8. Basketball target throw chair 25 feet Staley, p. 29

9. Basketball foul shots 2 of 10 Table IX

10. Basketball short shots 4 of 10 Table IX

11. Medicine ball far throw 15 feet Table VII
12. Medicine ball forward overhead 15 feet Table VII

13. Medicine ball put 12 feet 6 inches Table VIr
14. Horizontal bar turn over to Wittick, p. 44

hang rearways
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24. Horizontal bar knee swing up

25. Flying rings half turn on front swing

26. Single knee dip

27. Turn two times on one foot

28. Walk balance beam forward

29. Walk balance beam backward

of hands

Events

...;]
(]1

Standards

15 feet

3 times

10 times

3 times

30 feet

Climb poles free style

Sit-up

Forward roll

Backward roll

Crab walk

20.

16.

15. Side horse forward siasors on neck

21.

17. Buck courage vault

18. Balance walk on all fours

30.

22. Hands between poles and turn over

23. Side horse side vault

31. Stand from sitting without use

19.



Events Standards Reference
32. Lame duck 30 yards Neilson, p. 298
33~ Long reach Neilson, p. 307
34. Setting pegs Neilson, p. 307
35. Chair vault Neilson, p. 308
36. Bicycling Neilson, p. 308
37. Wiggle walk Neilson, p. 308
38. Finger feet Neilson, p. 308
39. Straddle jump Neilson, p. 308
40. Shoulder spring Neilson, p. 308
41. Hand stand Neilson, p. 308
42. Hand walk Neilson, p. 308
43. Cart wheel Indiana Syllabus
44. Knee dip Indiana Syllabus
45. Hitch kick Indiana Syllabus
46. Crab walk Indiana Syllabus
47. Fish hawk dive Indiana Syllabus
48. Plumb line test Indiana Syllabus
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Unit III. Spring Activities

--....-:~..

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Events

Baseball far throw

Baseball accuracy throw

Baseball pitch at 40 feet

Be.seball fungo hit for distance

BaBeball bunt and run to first

Baseball bunt and circle bases

Baseball strikeB

Playground baseball far throw

Playground baBe running 45 feet

Playground fungo hit

Playground ball pitch 25 feet

Playground bunt and run to first

Playground bunt and circle bases

Playground baseball strikes

Standards

130 feet

3 of 5

3 of 5

124 feet

5 seconds

22 seconds

3 of 10

88 feet

10.5 seconds

75 feet

2 of 5

3.7 seconds

16.1

5 of 10

Reference

Athletic Badge Test

Athletic Badge Test

Athletic Badge Test

Table VII

Table VIII

Table VIII

Table IX

Stecher, p. 85

Cozens, p. 34

Cozens, p. 34

Athletic Badge Test

Table VIII

Table VIII

Table IX
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31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

Events

One-half mile run

Triple standing broad jump

Marble shooting accuracy

Tennis serve

Standing whole hammon

Potato race

All-up Indian club race

Jump jack on heels

Stick twister

Fonvard roll hands in rear

Sack race 50 feet

Drive pig to market 30 feet

and return

Stall-bar single knee raising

Horizontal bar knee hanging

single

Standards

No time

15 feet 1 inch

3 of 10

3 of 6

30 feet

20 seconds

30 seconds

30 seconds

20 seconds

5 times

Reference

Schlafer, p. 95

Stecher, p. 85

Neilson, p. 91

Athletic Badge Test

Neilson, p. 107

Scout Manual, p. 403

Scout Manual, p. 403

Wittick, p. 44

Wittick, p. 44

Wittick, p. 44

Wittick, p. 44.

Wittick, p. 44

Narragansett Chart

Wittick, p. 44

.__c··~':-"""_
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B. Units of Activities for the Eight Year

Unit I. Fall Activities

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Events

Triple Posture Test

Football far throw

Football place-kick

Football drop-kick for distance

Football cente~pass

Football receive pass 3 times

Football pass through half-goal

Football place-kick goal

Football receive pass 20 yards

Soccer throw for distance two

hands

Soccer place-kick accuracy

Soccer dribble accuracy 80 feet

Standards

Group A

75 feet

100 feet

50 feet

15 feet

30 feet

3 of 10

2 of 10

3 of 10

30 feet

10 yards

25 seconds

Reference

Bancroft, p. 238

Table IV

Table IV

Table IV

Table IV

Table IV

Table VI

Table VI

Table VI

Neilson, p. 89

Neilson, p. 89

Cozens, p. 82
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13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Events

Speedball forward pass for

accuracy 20 yards

Speedball foul kick

Speedball pass through half

goal

Drop-kick goal 20 yards

Receive pass 20 yards

Speedball foul kick

Volleyball serve for distance

Volleyball service for

accuracy

Volleyball service

Volleyball return service

Volleyball service return

Rope climb

20-yard swim

Standards

3 consecutive

5 of 10

2 of 10

5 of 10

6 of 10

50 feet

5 consecutive

3 of 6

6 consecutive

3 of 10

16 feet

17.1 seconds

Reference

Cozens, p. 241

Cozens, p. 241

Table VI

Table VI

Table VI

Table VI

Neilson, p. 332

Neilson, p. 332

Athletic Badge Test

Athletic Badge Test

Table VI

Stecher, p. 71

Scout Manual, p. 403
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32. Cart wheel

31. Wicket walk

29. Side horse sheep vault

30. Skin cat between two poles

CD
ro
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Reference

Reuter, p.44

Scout Manual, p. 403

Athletic Badge Test

Reuter, p. 43

Reuter, p. 36

Pearl, p. 93

Rogers, p. 258

Rogers, p. 283

Reuter, p. 36

Reuter, p. 37

Reuter, p. 37

Indiana Syllabus

Indiana Syllabus

Indiana Syllabus

Indiana Syllabus

2 of 10

38 seconds

StandardsEvents

inverted hand and return

4o-yard swim

Horseshoe pitch

Horizontal bar squat through

seat

Back somersault

Cork screw

Through stick

Head knock

26.

27.

28.

33. Headstand

34. Birds nest on two poles

35. Poles inverted straight hang

36. Side horse leg swing to stride

37.

38.

39.

40.

~".~._--
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41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

Events

Forward fall

Single squat

Jump the foot

Neck spring

Tip-up

Frog dance

Bear dance

Hand travel horizontal ladder

Rope skip backward

Hand spring over boy kneeling

Continuous forward roll

Dive over boy kneeling

Leg kicks

Chair stand

Body balance

Crane dive

Stiff leg bend

Standards Reference

Indiana Syllabus

Indiana Syllabus

Indiana Syllabus

Indiana Syllabus

Indiana Syllabus

Indiana Syllabus

Indiana Syllabus

Staley, p. 54

Rogers, p. 397

Pearl, p. 113

Pearl, p. 113

Rogers, p. 260

Indiana Syllabus

Indiana Syllabus

Indiana Syllabus

Indiana Syllabus

Indiana Syllabus
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Unit II. Winter Activities
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34. Crooked man race

33. Sit-up

29.

30.

31.

32.

35.

36.

3?

38.

39.

40.

41.

Events

Hand-stand wall support

Hop and jump over one foot

agains t wall

Poles birds nests

Horizontal bar hip pull-up

frontways

Hand-spring

Full squat

Touch toe Jump

Right arm stand

Spinning wheel

One arm push-up

Hand-stand dip

Standards

12 times

12 times

20 feet

Reference

Rogers, p. 65

Pearl, p. 99

Detroit, p. 312

Detroit, p. 312

Detroit, p. 312

Neilson, p. 331

Neilson, p. 346

Neilson, p. 346

Neilson, p. 346

Neilson, p. 346

Neilson, p. 346

Neilson, p. 346

Neilson, p. 346
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Unit III. Spring Activities

Events Standards Reference

1. Running broad jump 10 feet 6 inches Stecher, p. 25

2. Running high jump 3 feet 6 inches Stecher, p. 25

3. 25-yard dash 3.5 seconds Stecher, p. 25

4. 3O-yard dash 5.1 seconds Stecher, p. 25

5. 4o-yard dash 6.3 seconds Stecher, p. 25

6. 50-yard dash 8 seconds Stecher, p. 25

7. 60-yard dash 9.2 seconds Stecher, p. 25

8. 75-yard dash 11.2 seconds Stecher, p. 25

9. 10o-yard dash 14 seconds Stecher, p. 25

10. 220-yard dash 29.2 seconds Detroit, p. 315

11. 440-yard run 80 seconds Detroit, p. 315

12. Standing hop, step, jump 17 feet Detroit, p. 315

13. Running hop, step, jump 21 feet 7 inches Stecher, p. 25

14. Running jump for reach Ii own height Author

15. Shot put 8 pounds 23 feet Stecher, p. 25

~._--~' -,~JL~: 7
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16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

Events

Standing broad jump

Triple standing broad Jump

Baseball far throw

Baseball accuracy throw

50 feet

Baseball pitch 3 strikes

45 feet

Baseball fungo hit for distance

Baseball bunt and run to first

Baseball bunt and circle bases

Baseball strikes

Playground baseball far throw

Playground fungo hit for distance

Playground baseball pitch 30 feet

Playground bunt and run to first

Playground bunt and circle bases

Playground baseball strikes

Standards

5 feet 3 inches

16 feet

150 feet

2 of 5

3 of 5

150 feet

4.8 seconds

15.2 seconds

3 of 10

102 feet

100 feet

3 of 6

3.3 seconds

15.2 seconds

3 of 10

Reference

Stecher, p. 25

Stecher, p. 25

Athletic Badge Test

Athletic Badge Test

Athletic Badge Test

Table IV

Table V

Table V

Table VI

Stecher, p. 29

Table IV

Athletic Badge Test

Table V

Table V

Table VI

CD
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31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

Events

Tennis service demonstrate

Tennis fore and bac.k hand

strokes

Stall bar knee raising

Balance beams walking backward

Inverted hang rearways stall bars

Potato race

All-up Indian club race

Kick head high

Sack race 50 feet

Drive pig to market

Lame dog race

Walking race

Standing whole hammon

Standards

10 times

10 times

20 seconds

28 seconds

25 seconds

15 seconds

30 yards

100 yards

33 feet

Reference

Neilson, p. 332

Neilson, p. 334

Athletic Badge Test

Athletic Badge Test

Narragannsett Chart

Scout Manual, p. 403

Athletic Badge Test

Pearl, p. 77

Pearl, p. 59

Pearl, p. 59

Neilson, p. 331

Neilson, p. 332

Cozens, p. 107

(X)
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c. Units of Activities for the Ninth Year

Events Standards Reference

1. Triple Posture Test Group /(. Bancroft, p. 238

2. Football pass for distance ?7 feet Table I

3. Football punt for distance 81 feet 9 inches Table I

4. Football place-kick for 86 feet Table I

distance

5. Football drop-kick for 53 feet 6 inches Table I

distance

6. Football center-pass 26 feet 3 inches Table I

7. Football pass through half 5 of 10 T"able III

goal

8. Football drop-kick goal 2 of 10 Table III

20 yards

9. Football place-kick goal 3 of 10 Table III

20 yards

Unit I. Fall Activities
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Events Standards Reference

10. Football pass through goal Staley, p. 75

from 75 feet to hit dummy

from 60 feet

11. Football center-pass hit

dummy 2 times from 15 feet 2 of 10 Staley, p. 75

12. Speedball drop-kick 20 yards 2 of 10 Table III

13. Speedball through half goal 6 of 10 Table III

14. Speedball receive 3 con- Staley, p. 26

secutive pass for touchdown

15. Soccer dribble 80 feet and 20 seconds Cozens, p. 82

return 4 obstacles

16. Volleyball serve for distance 60 feet Athletic Badge Test

17. Volleyball serve for accuracy 3 of 5 Athletic Badge Test

18. Volleyball return service 10 consecutive Athletic Badge Test

19. Horseshoe pitch 50 feet 4 of 10 Staley, p. 77

20. Horseshoe pitch ringer 2 of 10 Table III

21. Sw1mming 20 yards 16 seconds Scout Manual, p. 403

·'cc.'i.Uf..-.11
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22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

Events

Swimming 40 yards

Tennis service

Tennis return service

Horizontal bar half lever

Side horse stride vault

Side horse oblique vault

Rings birds nest swinging

Rings Jump to support

shoulder high

Side horse thief vault

Climbing poles two at

same time

Buck straddle vault with

half turn

High dive half own height

Rope skip one foot or double

Duck walk

Standards

36 seconds

5 of 10

3 of 10

25 times

30 yards

Reference

Scout Manual, p. 403

Table III

Table III

Hath, p. 90

Rath, p. 50

Rath, p. 51

Wittick, p. 46

Wittick, p. 14

Wittick, p. 52

Wittick, p. 54

Rath, p. 79

Rogers, p. 260

Rogers, p. 397

Rogers, p. 34
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Events Standards Reference"

36. Jump the stick Rogers, p. 67

37. Frog dance Pearl, p. 102

38. Bear dance Pearl, p. 102

39. Human wheel Pearl, p. 104

40. Backward roll Pearl, p. 104

41. Human rocker Pearl, p. 104

42. Jumping Jack· Pearl, p. 105

43. Human knot Pearl, p. 105

44. Head stand Pearl, p. 106

45. High dive Pearl, p. 106

co
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Unit II. Winter Activities

Events Standards Reference
1. Basketball overhead throw 29 feet Staley, p. 63
2. Basketball far throw one arm 47 feet Staley, p. 63
3. Basketball far throw accuracy 20 feet Staley, p. 69

hi t chair

4. Basketball foul shots 3 of 10 Table III
5. Basketball short shots 6 of 10 Table III
6. Basketball long shots 2 of 10 Table III
7. Basketball long shots 4 of 5 Athletic Badge Test

foul circle

8. Basketball dribble alternate 100 feet Staley, p. 24
hands

9. Basketball dribble and return 19 seconds Table II
10. Medicine ball far throw over- 25 feet Staley, p. 56

head

11. Medicine ball far throw put 15 feet Staley, p. 56

co
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Reference

Staley, p. 56

Table I

Wittick, p. 44

Wittick, p. 44

Wittick, p. 44

Wittlck, p. 39

Wittick, p. 39

Hath, p. 72

Rath, p. 72

Hath, p. 72

Rath, p. 72

Rath, p. 72

26 feet

15 feet

StandardsEvents

rearways

rearways

Medicine ball two h~~d push

Medicine ball put. free style

Horizontal bar crotch circle

Horizontal bar hip pUll-up

Horizontal bar knee circle

Parallel bars hand support swingins

with sidewards dismount

Side horse fence vault

Rings inverted straight hand swinging

Side horse rear vault with i turn

Side horse squat vault to support

and return

Hand stand with support

Parallel bars swing to hand stand

with side dismount

12.

13.

14.

16.

15.

17.

22.

19.

20.

23.

21.

18.
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Reference

Staley, p. 67

Athletic Badge Test

Athletic Badge Test

Athletic Badge Test

Table III

Staleys, p. 67

Staley, p. 67

Staley, p. 67

Staley, p. 67

Table III

4 seconds

170 feet

161 feet

3 of 5

3 of 5

6 of 10

4 seconds

3 of 10

18 seconds

Standards

Unit III. Spring Activities

Events

90 feet

90 feet

Baseball far throw

second 137 feet 5 foot circle

Baseball fungo hit for distance

Baseball pitch 50 feet

Baseball catcher's throw to

Field 5 rolling ground balls

and throw

Baseball bunt and run to first

Field 5 bouncing ground balls

and throw

Baseball bunt and circle bases

Baseball pitching outcurve

Baseball strikes

2.

1.

3.

5.

4.

8.

6.

7.

9.

10.
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Events Standards Reference
11. Playground baseball far 108 feet Table III

throw

12. Playground fungo hit for 123 feet Stecher, p. 54
distance

13. Playground baseball pitch 3 of 5 Athletic Badge Test
36 feet

14. Playground bunt and run :3 seconds Table II
to first

15. Playground bunt and circle 14.3 seconds Table II
bases

16. 30-yard dash 5 seconds Stecher, p. 25
17. 40-yard dash 6.2 seconds Stecher, p. 26., ..

lB. 50-yard dash 7.4 seconds Stecher, p. 26
'19. 60-yard dash 9 seconds Stecher, p. 26
,20. 75-yard dash 11 seconds Stecher, p. 26
21. lOo-yard dash 13.2 seconds Stecher, p. 26
22. 22o-yard dash 29 seconds Detroit, p. 12
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Events Standards Reference
23. 440-yard run 75 seconds Detroit, p. 312
24~ Running broad Jump 11 feet Stecher, p. 26
25. Running high jump 3 feet 9 inches Stecher, p. 26
26. Running hop, step, jump 23 feet Stecher, p. 26
27. Standing hop, step, Jump 17 feet 6 inches Detroit, p. 312
28. Standing broad Jump 5 feet 6 inches Stecher, p. 26
29. Triple standing broad Jump 16 feet 9 inches Stecher, p. 26
30. Shot put 8 pounds 24 feet Detroit, p. 312
31. Shot put 12 pounds 20 feet Detroit, p. 312
32. Pole vault 8 feet Detroit, p. 312
33. Potato race 17 seconds Scout Manual, p~ 403
34. Sack race 50 feet 20 seconds Pearl, p. 59
35. All-up Indian club race 25 seconds Athletic Badge Test
36. Standing whole hammon 38 feet Cozens, p. 107
37. Tennis service 3 of 4 Athletic Badge Test
38. Tennis return service 3 of 5 Athletic Badge Test
39. Tennis return service back hand 2 of 5 Athletic Badge Test
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is the purpose of this study to offer a method

and tentative program of activities for the pre-class

period of the physical education class. It is well

known that some pupils will have changed their clothes

and appear on the gymnasium floor before the echo of

the intermission bell has died away, while others

consume many precious minutes in this process. The

procrastinator must be stimulated.

The instructor cannot always supervise this free

play period. There are times when the efficacy of

monitors does not succor the needs of the dressing

room. A definite supervisory program for the floor

or field meets this need.

The school teacher, with the gymnasium or without

one, interested in creating a little experiment should

find this program helpful. It is the method which is

of paramount importance, for the activities may be

cha~ged to meet conditions and facilities.

To forestall any misconceptions, it is pointed out

that this program is as applicable to girls as to boys.

At the Junior high school age both are somewhat in-
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stinctively similar and respond similarly to the same

appeal. Because of the difference in physical qualities

and play life,· the events should be varied for use by

girls.

It is beyond the realm of possibility to cover a

field as vast and intricate as physical education, with

all its variations and details, and produce a program

to the satisfaction of all who come in contact with it.

The material presented should provide the teacher with a fund

of suggestions from which he can draw and shape his own pro-

gram.

If the teacher's main problem was simply selection of

subject-matter and discipline, it would be useless to con

sider grading. Ultimately, he must construct, at least to

his ovm satisfaction, a process to measure the advancement

and achievement of the pupils in physical-activity ability.

This program might be adapted to such a course. It should

be of real assistance to the new teacher faced with the

problem, "What grade does this individual deserve".
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